The tracker item view is somehow harder to read

Status
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Subject
The tracker item view is somehow harder to read

Version
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Category
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Feature
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Fixed

Submitted by
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Lastmod by
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Rating
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Description
Look at : https://dev.tiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=6897

We have lot of space used for carriage return when this is not need. I can’t post an image (another ticket coming).

Status
Open

Subject
External icon link on dev bottom links is too close to the text

Version

Is taking 1/3 of the height of my screen and I have very high resolution !!!
There is also a lack of distinction between elements. Subject could be in another colour, field title are not bold enough or should have a different colour, etc.

Hard to focus on the data "that counts". 😞

Bernard

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
6898

Created
Monday 05 November, 2018 15:23:13 GMT-0000

LastModif
Wednesday 07 November, 2018 11:47:06 GMT-0000

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 05 Nov 18 15:37 GMT-0000

The problem seems to be too much white space between lines, right? Each list item has a bottom margin, which can be removed. The dd element of each item could also be indented slightly.

luciahs d' being 05 Nov 18 21:15 GMT-0000

The problem is actually that in BS3 the dd elements were next to dt elements side by side. Now they display wrapped under each other in BS4...

Gary Cunningham-Lee 06 Nov 18 01:57 GMT-0000

Are you sure about that? According to the Bootstrap 3
docs, the elements were stacked vertically as in BS4 - https://getbootstrap.com/docs/3.3/css/#description . And looking at a Tiki18 theme stylesheet, I see rules similar to what BS4 is doing. There is a `class="dl-horizontal"` to get the side-by-side display, in BS3. Was that used for these tracker pages before, I wonder? I didn't check if that BS3 class is still used, or if it was replaced by https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.1/content/typography/#description-list-alignment. What do you suggest to get the best display?

luciash d' being ♂♂ 06 Nov 18 07:39 GMT-0000

Yes, I'm sure about that. I have checked before we upgraded dev.t.o to 19.x and it was like that as you say, it used `class="dl-horizontal"` (and it still uses if you inspect this page code) in the templates but it was probably removed in BS4. Not sure what to do, if there is no replacement... We could just bring the BS3 rules back to our base stylesheets maybe?

luciash d' being ♂♂ 06 Nov 18 07:40 GMT-0000

Maybe it just needs to be replaced by `dl class="row"` ?

Edit: Actually it also needs the `col` classes for `dt` and `dd`. The example on the link you provided uses `dt class="col-sm-3"` and `dd class="col-sm-9"`.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 07 Nov 18 06:53 GMT-0000

Should be fixed in r68270.
Thank you, Gary!

Look much better, thanks Gary
(Hu! who close my ticket?)
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